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SPOTLIGHTJamie Hill
Project management helps teams work seamlessly by combining
together various processes, systems, and methodologies to form a
cohesive strategy. It’s like a conductor who ensures everyone in the
symphony plays together, and without it, you receive a horrible
racket. As your Deltek Costpoint Project Manager, Jamie Hill will
work with stakeholders to manage priorities and resources and
organize tasks, so the performance is cohesive. Jamie has a proven
record of communicating a winning strategy and will ensure the
process is as seamless as possible while custom-tailoring your
project plan that will take high-level goals and break them down
into detailed activities and executable steps for the team to follow.

JAMIE HILL
Principal PM Consultant

5 Ways Project Management by Lexell Blue Keeps You on Track

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
Over 10 years of experience in government contracting
with an active CPA license. Jamie began her career in
auditing and then in progressive roles at government
contractors with experience including international
accounting, financial reporting & consolidations,
technical accounting, SOX & internal controls, and
developing a shared service model for a Fortune 500
government contractor. She has also managed multiple
Deltek Costpoint implementations, integrations, re-
implementations, and carve-outs and was responsible
for the TSA exit of a $5B merger & acquisition
transaction including SAP to CP integration.

ABILITY TO RELATE
Jamie knows what it’s like to balance the competing
priority of day-to-day responsibilities while undertaking
a large project such as a Costpoint implementation
since she has previously worked with Lexell Blue on
multiple engagements as a client and has a thorough
understanding of the tried-and-true Lexell Blue process.

SCALABILITY

CUSTOMIZED APPROACH

RESULTS DRIVEN LEADER
Jamie is diplomatic and tactful with a proven ability to
communicate effectively across the organization's job
levels and functional areas. She is also comfortable
engaging with C-suite regarding integration-related
strategies and operational decisions.

Program Management of Costpoint implementations &
integrations ranging in company size from
approximately $250M to over $1B. Previously responsible
for accounting and reverse TSA exit of $175M divestiture
from a Fortune 500 company. Currently responsible for
both internal and external Program Management of
Costpoint implementation and other Finance Systems
for $250M spin-off.

featuring

Combined with a little bit of southern sass (lived in
Tennessee for 20+ years), Jamie tries to make every
integration or implementation as painless and fun as
possible. Sometimes referred to as a cruise director by
some of her colleagues, she works hard to ensure
everyone enjoys the experience while also ensuring
everything stays on course. She looks forward to
partnering with you on your next Costpoint project.(703) 902-0030 info@LexellBlue.com


